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The Inelastic Neutron Scattering Experiment.

The quantity we are measuring in an inelastic neutron scattering experiment is the

double differential cross section ,

b2S(Q,co)

It is the scattering function, S(Q,co), which provides the link between the scattering data

and the physical system being studied and is thereby the parameter of interest. The

nature of the experiment will dictate the portions of momentum transfer - energy

transfer space that is to be probed. Rgefe^^ovides-a^aapjoi-tbe Q co apace--

Jnijj^pting fon rngji"ino ip whiqhjffiXl£Ufi P^^ The

portions of Q-co space that are accessible and the way it is covered determine the

appropriateness of an instrument or technique to a particular experiment. One should

also remember that if ̂ ««*tE) studying a polycrystalline of disordered material,

momentum transfer need only by characterized by modulus Q whereas in studies of

single crystals one is operating in four-dimensional Qx-Qy-Qz-co space.

The Time-of-flight Technique.

Thermal neutrons have velocities of the order of a few km s'1. Consequently, their

energy or momentum can be determined by measuring their time of flight over a

distance of a few meters. In the case of inelastic scattering experiment of course one

wants to measure the energy and momentum transferred to or from the sample so

either the incident energy is fixed and the final energy measured, or vice-versa. This, in
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essence defines the two types of time-of-flight spectrometers; direct geometry

spectrometers which have a energy selecting, device such as a chopper or crystal, in

the incident beam; or indirect geometry spectrometers which have an energy selecting

device in the scattered beam. In both cases, the starting time for the neutrons must be

defined. In the case of a pulsed source, this is inherent in the nature of the source, but

on a steady state source, a pulsing device such as a chopper is required.

Accessible regions in (Q,co) space.

Whether we are defining ki and measuring kf by time of flight or the other way round

dictates the path any given detector traces across (Q,co) space as a function of time of

flight. The two scattering triangles are shown in figure 1.

Q(t)
Q(t)

Figure 1. Scattering triangles for direct and indirect geometry.

By applying the cosine rule to the scattering triangle and translating into energy units we

have

Q 2 = k f + k ? - 2 k j k

2m

For direct geometry spectrometers we can eliminate Ef to give

= 2Ej -^co-2cos(|)[Ej(Ei -h
2m

And similarly, for indirect geometry, we can eliminate Ej thus,
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2m
= 2Ei +^o)-2cos<t>[Ef(Ef

The range of Q,OJ space probed by a range of detector angles for both cases is shown in

figure 2.
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Figure 2. The regions of Q-w space accessible for direct a direct geometry spectrometer

with Ej=100meV (left) and for an indirect geometry spectrometer with Ef=100meV.

Direct Geometry Spectrometers

The incident beam for a direct geometry spectrometer is monochromated by a single

chopper or crystal on a pulsed source and by a combination of a crystal and a chopper

or two choppers on a steady state source. A schematic of a chopper spectrometer on a

pulsed source is shown in figure 3. The graphs to the left of the schematic illustrate the

role of the different components of the spectrometer. The spallation process produces a

burst of very fast, very high-energy neutrons. To slow these down to usable energies

the high scattering cross section of hydrogen is utilised. Hydrogen at 22K, CH2 at 100K
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Target
and H2O at 316K are used as moderators. In

order to preserve the high flux of high-energy

neutrons and the narrow pulse width, which are

valuable features of pulsed sources, the beam

is under-moderated. That is to say the neutron

flux leaving the moderator has two

components; the Maxwellian component

caused by the moderation and the epithermal

(high-energy flux) of the weakly moderated Nimonic Chopper

neutrons.
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A substantial amount of background arises

from ys generated as the proton beam hits the

target and from fast neutrons that thermalise

within the spectrometer. The background

produced in this way is significantly reduced by

a nimonic or t=0 chopper which effectively

closes the beam tube to the spectrometer at

the moment the proton beam hits the target.

The beam itself is monochromated by a Fermi

chopper, which is an aluminium drum,
. . Figure 3 Schematic diagram of a

containing a lit package made up of thin sheets chopper spectrometer on a pulsed

of highly absorbing material, such as boron, source.

interleaved with neutronically transparent

sheets of aluminium. The drum rotates at multiples of the source frequency, usually up

to 600Hz and if phased to the initial neutron. The energy of the transmitted neutron

beam is then selected by the phase of the chopper, and the intensity-resolution balance

can be optimised by the choice of frequency. In this way the incident energy is

continuously varied over a wide range and several slit packages are available to suit

specific energy ranges and intensity/resolution requirements.

The time-of-flight between monitors is used to determine the incident energy.
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Ideally chopper spectrometers should be equipped with a large detector bank. The

sample to detector bank dictates the energy resolution to a great extent, but once the

criterion for suitable resolution has been established the only constraints on the size of

the detector bank are space and cost. The direct geometry spectrometers at the ILL;

IN4, IN5 and IN6 offer broad angular coverage, as does the MARI spectrometer at ISIS

(figure 4)
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Figure 4. The MARI chopper spectrometer at ISIS.

Such large detector arrays allow large areas of Q-o space to be surveyed

simultaneously; the greatest asset of direct geometry spectrometers.
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Indirect Geometry Spectrometers

On a pulsed source indirect geometry spectrometers can offer high resolution, because

the incident energies spread out naturally with distance from the moderator. AT ISIS the

IRIS spectrometer offers high resolution and wide momentum transfer coverage for cold

neutron studies; TOSCA offers broad energy transfer range coverage (2-1000meV) and

is optimised for vibrational spectroscopy studies. The coherent excitations spectrometer

PRISMA provide wide coverage of Q-w space and is designed for studying magnetic

and structural excitations in single crystal samples

The IRIS spectrometer (figure 5) has a sample position 36.5m from the hydrogen

moderator and offers energy resolution as low as 1
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Figure 5. The IRIS indirect geometry spectrometer at ISIS

Large banks of pyrolytic graphite and mica analysers are arranged in close to back

scattering geometry, offering wide momentum transfer coverage. Cooling them to 25K

reduces thermal diffuse scattering from the graphite analysers.
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Conclusion and Future Prospects

Time-of-flight inelastic spectrometers offer broad, simultaneous coverage of Q-w space,

and cover a broad energy range form meV up to 100 eV (the eVS spectrometer at ISIS).

They can be utilised in a broad range of science, and new areas have and continue to

be developed. The studies of magnetic excitations in single crystals on chopper

spectrometers provides a good example. New technologies such as supermirror guides

and position sensitive detector offer opportunities to dramatically improve the

performance of existing instruments and to develop new instruments. The development

of 3He polarising filters has the potential to make polarisation analysis a routine option

on time-of-flight spectrometers, where large detector arrays makes the use of polarising

crystals or benders impractical.
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